
VIDEO
WALL
RENTAL

ELEVATE
YOUR EVENTS
WITH TRIVISION: 

Command attention and captivate your audience with TriVision Studios' 
industry-leading LED video wall rentals. We're Washington DC's trusted partner, 
transforming ordinary spaces into extraordinary experiences with cutting-edge 
technology and unmatched expertise.

WASHINGTON DC’S PREMIER
LED VIDEO SC REE N RE NTA L EXPER TS



Why Choose TriVision?
Quality LED Video Screens: Largest and highest 
resolution indoor LED video screens in the Washington 
DC metro. 

Unparalleled Scope: From intimate gatherings to 
stadium-sized spectacles, we offer a diverse LED 
inventory to flawlessly match your event's scale and 
vision.

Technical Mastery: Our team of AV specialists seamlessly 
integrates LED wall with your event infrastructure, 
ensuring an error-free presentation.

On-Site Excellence: Experience complete peace of mind 
with our dedicated technicians who handle setup, 
operation, and takedown.

Local Expertise: We've illuminated countless successful 
events across Washington DC, Northern Virginia, and 
Maryland, and we're familiar with the region's diverse 
venues and logistics.

Beyond Brilliance
Corporate Events: From conferences to seminars, enhance brand messaging, engage attendees, 
and drive impact with powerful visuals. 

Live Events: Create an unforgettable atmosphere and amplify audience engagement with 
immersive visuals and captivating content.

Virtual Production:  TriVision is your gateway to the future of filmmaking.  We collaborate with 
you to turn your vision into a groundbreaking virtual production that pushes the boundaries of 
storytelling and leaves viewers awestruck.

Corporate Events Live Concerts Virtual Productions



LED Specs

Jedi LED Screen
60’ Wide x 16’ Tall – 2.5mm (pixel pitch) – 6,912 Pixels x 1,920 Pixels   

Skywalker LED Screen
32’ Wide x 13’ Tall – 2. 5mm (pixel pitch) – 4,992 Pixels x 1,536 Pixels  

Yoda LED Screen
32’ Wide x 10’ Tall – 2.9mm (pixel pitch) – 3,840 Pixels x 1080 Pixels  

Sky is the limit when it comes to our LED video wall sizes. Tailoring visuals to your unique vision, our expert 
team can create backdrops in panoramic, square, or vertical tall ratios to fit any space or stage seamlessly. 
From captivating panoramas to attention-commanding square ratios and unique vertical setups, our 
technology knows no bounds, offering limitless possibilities for your visual experiences.  Below are few 
examples of sizes that may fit best for your next event:



Sample Clients

info@trivision.com 
trivisionstudios.com 

FREE CONSULTATON

703 973 4081

CONTACT US FOR A

Schedule your complimentary consultation!  Embark on a journey of unparalleled visual excellence with 
TriVision Studios – where innovation meets execution, and events become extraordinary.

Ready to Transform Your Event?


